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Several US states have proposed bills to lower the minimum local and national voting age to 16 years. Legislators and the public often reference political philosophy, attitudes about the capabilities of teenagers, or past precedent as evidence to support or oppose changing the voting age. Dissenters to changing the voting age are primarily concerned with whether 16 and 17-year-olds have sufficient political maturity to vote, including adequate political knowledge, cognitive capacity, independence, interest, and life experience. We review past research that suggests 16 and 17-year-olds possess the political maturity to vote. Concerns about youths’ ability to vote are generally not supported by developmental science, suggesting that negative stereotypes about teenagers may be a large barrier to changing the voting age.
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Voting represents both a right and responsibility within democratic political systems. At its simplest level, voting is an expression of a preference (Achen & Bartels, 2017) intended to advance the interests of oneself or others. Voting is also a way that one of the core qualities of citizenship—participation in the rule-making of a society—is exercised. Both of these perspectives on voting emphasize the need for voters to possess certain qualities. For a vote to be cast rationally, people must be aware of their preferences and capable of identifying the option that best reflects these preferences. Voters are also expected to be citizens within a community and have some concern about the welfare of their society as participants (Brennan, 2016). The requisite qualities assumed necessary for voting include awareness, rational decision-making, membership and identity, and knowledge of what benefits fellow citizens. As there are no established or agreed upon ways to assess each potential voter for these abilities, age is generally accepted as a marker for the capacity to vote (Nelkin, 2020).

Deciding who has the requisite characteristics and consequent right to vote has been contentious throughout history and rooted in prejudiced views of particular groups’ capabilities. Non-white citizens were not granted the right to vote until the 1870s, and after being legally enfranchised, literacy tests were designed to prevent people of color from voting (Anderson, 2018). The year 2020 marks the 100th anniversary of women’s suffrage and the 50th anniversary of the Voting Rights Act of 1970, which changed the minimum voting age from 21 to 18 years. More recently, scholars and policy makers have considered whether the minimum voting age should be changed to 16 years of age (e.g., Hart & Atkins, 2011; Wray-Lake et al., 2020). Similar to other social movements seeking to expand voting rights, advocates for changing the voting age highlight the social benefits of increasing political representation and encouraging civic engagement (Wray-Lake et al., 2020).

Expanding voting rights to 16 and 17-year-olds has both national and international precedent. Currently, the minimum voting age is 16 for national elections in 10 countries including Argentina, Austria, Brazil, Cuba, Ecuador, Malta, Nicaragua, the Isle of Man, Jersey, and Guernsey. Additionally, the minimum voting age is 17 in six countries—East Timor, Greece, Indonesia, North Korea, South Sudan, and Sudan. In most of these countries, the shift to a lower voting age is relatively recent and occurred within the past two decades. In the United States, the issue of lowering the voting age has been discussed in the US Congress and endorsed by presidential candidates. A few small US municipalities have expanded the voting age for local elections to include 16 and 17-year-olds, including Tacoma Park and Greenbelt, Maryland. In some cities including Berkeley and Oakland,
have sufficient political knowledge, independence, cognitive capacity, interest, and life experience, and we evaluate these concerns in light of empirical evidence.

Do 16 and 17-Year-Olds Have the Political Knowledge to Vote?

A common justification against changing the voting age concerns beliefs that youth do not have enough political knowledge or awareness to vote. However, empirical evidence comparing the political knowledge of 16- and 17-year-olds to adults is mixed. Hart and Atkins (2011) analyzed data from the National Household Education Survey of 1996 which assessed political knowledge in a nationally representative sample of American households and found that 16- and 17-year-olds scored equivalent to young adults (ages 18-21), although both age groups lagged behind middle-aged adults. Hart and Youniss (2017) reanalyzed data from the Civic and Political Health Survey of 2006, which had a representative sample of young people between ages 15 and 25 years. They found little evidence that 16- and 17-year-olds were different in political knowledge from other young adults. Much of the same pattern is found in studies of youth in other countries. Austrian 16 and 17-year-olds have similar levels of political knowledge as those 18 years and older (Wagner et al., 2012). Mahéo and Bélanger found in a sample of Quebec youth that 16- and 17-year-olds were as politically knowledgeable as older teenagers. In contrast with this research, Chan and Clayton (2006) found that British youth had lower political knowledge than British adults, but their data had some anomalies such as showing a sharp decline in knowledge between ages 10 and 20 years.

Many have bemoaned low rates of political knowledge among US youth as well as adults (Rozansky, 2016), and other research has shown that although adults appear to understand basic facts about politics and the economy, they struggle with specific pieces of political knowledge (Riccards, 2018). For example, a 2018 survey indicated that only 1 in 3 American adults would pass the US citizenship test, which assesses factual knowledge of American history and government (Riccards, 2018). Similarly, most past research evaluating age differences in political knowledge has utilized nationally representative data with political knowledge operationalized as “propositional” knowledge. This operationalization prioritizes factual aspects of the political system, such as the number of senators representing a state or number of parliament members. Yet, preparing for civic life requires much more than just facts about government and history (Campbell & Niemi, 2016), and measures of factual political knowledge have been criticized as not relevant for quality of political participation (Chan & Clayton, 2006). Adults with low propositional political knowledge (termed “political sophistication”) have similar coherence in their political attitudes and change their political opinions for predominantly
the same reasons as those high in political knowledge (Enns & Kellstedt, 2008; Goren, 2004). Further, political knowledge does not appear to alter how personal values are connected with policy preferences (Goren, 2004). Although traditional political knowledge can be useful from a practical standpoint, voting requires having interests and knowledge about how candidates might represent those interests (Chaffee et al., 1994), and propositional political knowledge likely does not inform one’s candidate choices.

Rather, well-informed citizens should have practical skills to obtain and interpret correct and relevant information from the government and other sources. With the proliferation of technology, accessing factual information about the political process may be easier, yet new skills are needed to determine whether specific information is credible or trustworthy. There is some evidence that young adults engage in greater political information processing relative to middle-aged and older adults. In a series of experiments, middle-aged and older adults engaged in less information search, had less accurate memory of political information, and had a lower probability of making a “correct vote” in which the participants’ own political position aligned with objective measures of a given candidates political position compared to young adults (Lau & Redlawsk, 2008). The authors propose that middle-aged and older adults may sometimes demonstrate higher propositional political knowledge because they have more experience within the political system and are more likely to have memories of political actors and events compared to young people (Lau & Redlawsk, 2008). Yet, young people may be more likely to critically process information used to make informed political decisions. These trends have been further demonstrated when examining age differences in sharing objectively false political information on social media, with young adults (18 to 29 years) being seven times less likely to share fake news relative to older adults (60 years or older; Guess et al., 2019). Although the Guess et al. and Lau et al. studies did not examine 16 and 17-year-olds, these findings suggest that youth may have advantages over older adults in developing contemporary forms of political skills to navigate the advanced technological landscape.

Taken together, evidence is mixed regarding age differences in political knowledge. US voting-age adults vary widely in their political knowledge, with many adults scoring low on propositional political knowledge and performing poorly on when seeking and evaluating credible political information. If political knowledge were considered a key marker of voting capacity, these findings call into question whether many voting-aged adults would qualify to cast a ballot and today’s young people appear to possess unique skills that make them better suited to align their political decisions with credible information. However, there are different perspectives on what constitutes valid sources of political knowledge for voting, and it is worth questioning whether political knowledge forms the true basis for voting decisions. New approaches to civic education have begun moving away from propositional knowledge-based curriculum and instead emphasize the importance for youth to understand and address community problems (Ballard et al., 2019). These “action civics” approaches will continue to promote the skills necessary for youth to make high quality voting decisions.

**Do 16 and 17-Year-Olds Have the Cognitive Capacity to Vote?**

A second common concern against changing the voting age relates to perceptions that youth do not have the cognitive capabilities to vote. These beliefs may manifest in broad perspectives that youth have underdeveloped cognitive functioning compared to adults or that youth are too impulsive, too emotional, or too irrational to vote. Concerns about how cognitive capabilities are balanced with the rights and responsibilities given to adolescents have been consistently raised in multiple areas of developmental research and policy (Steinberg et al., 2009). For example, although the public has perceived contradictions in policy positions that 16-year-olds are too developmentally immature to be eligible for the death penalty but developmentally mature enough to seek an abortion without parental involvement, developmental scientists have clarified this apparent contradiction (Steinberg et al., 2009). Empirical data show that adolescents demonstrate adult-like levels of cognitive capacities including working memory, verbal fluency, planning, and logical reasoning by age 16, and thus are capable of mature reasoning and decision-making (Steinberg & Icenogle, 2019). Yet, socioemotional maturity (e.g., risk perception, sensation seeking, impulsivity, resistance to peer influence, future orientation) demonstrates consistent, linear age-related increases into the late 20s and early 30s, which explains why adolescents are prone to risk when engaging in spontaneous decisions in the contexts of peer influence (Steinberg et al., 2009).

Asymmetries in the development of cognitive capacity and socioemotional changes highlight the critical importance of placing questions about the maturity of adolescents into a broader context that considers how youths’ capabilities align with the demands of a given right or responsibility. Indeed, Steinberg and Icenogle (2019) argue that the US has long been comfortable with using different age boundaries for different purposes, and developmental science can be used to inform policy decisions about which age boundaries are appropriate for different issue areas. If adolescents have adult-like cognitive capacity and underdeveloped socioemotional functioning, 16 and 17-year-olds may perform similar to adults in decision-making contexts that allow for unhurried logical
reflection versus those that prompt hurried impulsive decisions (Steinberg & Icenogle, 2019). Voting likely falls into the former category, as political campaigns typically run for several months prior to Election Day and casting a ballot is not timed. The act of voting takes commitment to follow through on multiple steps that unfold over a period of time, including registering to vote, knowing where to vote, getting to the voting location at the correct day and time, and for many, waiting in long lines to vote. Additionally, adolescents tend to make more impulsive decisions with peers, yet voting is a solitary act. Thus, voting very likely does not pull for decisions made based on sensation seeking or impulsivity. Overall, public concern over whether youth have the cognitive capacity to vote is unsupported by research. Youth have the cognitive capacity to make informed decisions, especially when provided with a context that allows for unhurried, logical deliberation. The voting process is intentionally designed to provide citizens with the ability to make thoughtful, deliberate, and independent decisions and thus represents a context where 16 and 17-year-olds can exercise their adult-like capacities.

Do 16 and 17-Year-Olds Have the Independence to Vote?

A third common concern about changing the voting age includes perceptions that 16 and 17-year-olds do not have the independence to vote. It is possible that youths’ vote will be unduly influenced by parents, teachers, peers, or celebrities. Concerns about undue influence are not unique to adolescents and have been repetitively raised by political scientists and lawmakers who seek to provide fair and equitable elections for adults that are free from influence by corporations or political campaigns. Indeed, the ways that Russian entities may have influenced US adults through fake news and social media accounts underscores the real concerns that Americans of any age can be influenced in their political views (Shane, 2017).

Voting is strategically and deliberately designed to occur in a context that mitigates immediate undue influence. Voting in all but three US states (Colorado, Oregon, and Washington) traditionally utilizes an in-person secret ballot system which is designed to thwart attempts to be influenced by intimidation, blackmailing, and potential vote buying as well as provide voters with the necessary time and privacy to make personal, informed decisions. Official ballots are printed at public expense, contain the names of all nominated candidates and proposals, and are often only distributed at the polling place or in systematic ways by mail. Further, according to US Code 594, intimidation, threats, and coercion of any other person for the purpose of interfering with the right of that other person to vote as they may choose is explicitly illegal under federal law. In fact, every state has some kind of law regulating electioneering (campaigning or persuading voters) at voting sites (see nass.org). We have national hotlines that citizens can call to report violations of voter rights, and the Department of Justice has an election complaint form where abnormalities can be reported. Thus, the US goes to great lengths to ensure that voters are not inappropriately influenced during the voting process.

Evidence suggests that teenagers are more open to social influence than adults as a result of greater neurological sensitivity to social rewards (van Hoom et al., 2019). Ideological similarity is greater between adolescents and their parents than between young adults and their parents (Hufer et al., 2019), although research indicates that teenagers vary widely in how accurately they perceive their parents’ political views and whether or not they choose to adopt them (Ojeda & Hatemi, 2015). Community effects on party identification seem most apparent among youth (Billings et al., 2020) and historical models suggest that adolescence and early adulthood are sensitive periods for the development of partisan identities (Bartels & Jackman, 2014). Across all of these studies, it is important to note that no evidence suggests adolescents’ susceptibility to social influence in the political domain is inappropriate. For example, if young people are more sensitive to contemporary events in forming ideological attachments as Bartels and Jackman suggest, perhaps this tendency reflects openness rather than susceptibility.

Very little empirical evidence has directly examined the extent to which parents, teachers, peers, or celebrities influence adolescents’ actual votes. A large literature on social networks and voting indicates that peers motivate voting and political engagement for adults across ages (Ryan, 2011). Youth and adults have similar political views as their friends (Poteat et al., 2011), and youth evaluate and select potential friendships based on similarities in attitudes and values (Veenstra & Dijkstra, 2011). Thus, potential similarities in youths’ political attitudes, values, and behaviors with parents and peers would likely not represent undue influence, but rather a product of normative, dynamic developmental processes. A pertinent question is whether changing the voting age would simply produce redundancies in the voting system. A recent study used voting record data to examine whether within-family homogeneity in voting registration increased in Takoma Park, Maryland after lowering the voting age to 16-years (Hart et al., 2020). Increases in within-family homogeneity in voter registration would suggest that lowering the voting age may amplify the voting preferences of their parents. This research did not find evidence of a change in within-family homogeneity for voting registration after lowering the voting age in Takoma Park, suggesting that if undue parental-influence exists, it does not amount to a measureable shift in population-level voting registration.

In summary, current available evidence on the question
of whether external forces unduly influence youth voting is not sufficient or convincing enough to deny 16 and 17-year-olds the right to have a say in issues that affect them (Nelkin, 2020). A more direct test of parent, teacher, or peer influence would involve comparing youths’ and adults’ voting behavior when each group is given direct instructions to vote against their prior inclination. To our knowledge, this evidence does not yet exist and such efforts would provide valuable information about outside influences on voting choices for both youth and adults.

Do 16 and 17-Year-Olds Have the Political Interest to Vote?

A fourth common justification against lowering the voting age pertains to whether youth have sufficient political interest to vote. Youth are often viewed as being politically apathetic and lacking intent to vote even if given the right. However, little empirical evidence suggests that youth are apathetic towards politics. In the US, research found that 16- and 17-year-olds had similar levels of political interest as 18 to 20-year-olds (Hart & Atkins, 2011). Further, intending to vote is common among US youth, with approximately 84% of 17 and 18-year-olds indicating that they intend to vote in the future (Oosterhoff et al., 2018). Research on Austrian youth indicated that 16 and 17-year-olds had similar levels of political interest and political participation as older participants (Wagner et al., 2012) and that voting turnout was higher among 16 and 17-year-old first-time voters relative to 18 to 20-year-old first-time voters (Zeglovits & Aichholzer, 2014). Research from sociology further highlights that youth have been at the forefront of many major social movements in the US and globally (Costanza-Chock, 2012). Recent examples include youth movements advocating for stricter gun control in response to school shootings (Shear, 2018), urgent actions to prevent climate change (Sengupta, 2019), and policy change to defund police in response to violence against Black lives (Anyiwo et al., 2020). This research stands in contrast with one study with British youth that indicates 16 and 17-year-olds have less political interest compared to adults (Chan & Clayton, 2006).

Although existing evidence suggests that 16 and 17-year-olds have similar levels of interest in politics as adults, it is useful to consider why some youth may be less interested in politics. Political involvement in the US is an activity traditionally viewed as being reserved for adults and youth are often formally or informally excluded from participating in many types of political action including voting. While many social issues and policies are certainly relevant for youth, political engagement itself may be perceived as unavailable for many. Research on the development of political interest suggests that sustained interest is cultivated through autonomous action—that is, political involvement allows people to explore politics and social issues in further detail, thus cultivating a sense of political interest (Amnå et al., 2009; Stattin et al., 2017). Legal and social restrictions that limit the ability of 16 and 17-year-olds to vote may prevent individuals from becoming interested in politics because they are unable to autonomously participate. Classrooms that allow youth to cast “mock votes” have teens with higher intentions to vote in the future (Meirick & Wackman, 2004), and passing legislation that expands the voting age increased political interest among 16 and 17-year-olds in Austria (Zeglovits & Zandonella, 2013). Overall, there is little evidence to suggest that youth are politically apathetic. Quantitative data suggests that 16 and 17-year-olds generally have similar levels of political interests as young adults, and there are several instances of young people leading social movements around the world. Not only is there little direct evidence demonstrating political apathy among youth, changing the voting age may directly increase political interest among young people.

Do 16 and 17-Year-Olds Have the Life Experience to Vote?

A fifth concern about changing the voting age relates to perceptions that youth do not have enough life experience to vote. Concerns about whether young people have adequate life experience to vote were prominent in arguments against changing the voting age from 21 to 18 years (Carleton, 2010). Those who support this view state that a certain amount of life experience is required to gain the historical perspectives necessary to adequately inform personal positions on social issues (Carleton, 2010). This argument is difficult to evaluate using the scientific method because it assumes that life experience is quantifiable, comparable, and increases with age. Substantial inter-individual heterogeneity in life experiences calls into question which life experiences are necessary to meaningfully participate in politics and whether these experiences correspond with older age. Further, Carleton’s (2010) argument proposes that life experience provides a qualitatively different historical perspective relevant for politics that is unable to be achieved by education. It is unlikely that the historical perspective obtained from life experience that is relevant for political action differs in a meaningful way from historical perspective gained from discussions with parents and teachers, reading books, or taking courses, all of which are means to transmit historical knowledge (e.g., McIntosh et al., 2007).

It is possible that understanding political concepts on a cognitive level provides a more shallow appreciation for their implications than on a personal level. For example, young people may understand the concept of taxes but not realize the personal implications until they pay them (although employed 16 and 17-year-olds do have the experience of paying taxes).
Reconsidering the voting age requires additional considerations that can be informed by developmental evidence and theory. Like most social movements, changing the voting age at a national level will likely be an elongated process. The earliest recorded political support for changing the minimum voting age from 21 to 18 was in 1941 by Senator Harley Kilgore, which was 30 years before 18-to-20-year-olds were effectively granted the right to vote. Currently, US Congress representatives that have attempted to change the minimum voting age to 16 state that the biggest barrier to change concerns public perception of the skills and abilities of teenagers (Wray-Lake et al., 2020). Changing these perceptions can present an important challenge. There will certainly be instances where some adolescents do not possess the political maturity of adults and it may be tempting to draw on this information when evaluating whether all 16 and 17-year-olds are prepared to vote. However, a core tenant of developmental theory is the presence of individual differences in skills, abilities, and growth. These differences are not isolated to teenagers but also apply to adults and are likely not due to developmental immaturity but rather heterogeneity across people (Baltes et al., 1980). There are documented of instances of adults with low political interest (e.g., approximately one in three eligible voters do not vote in national elections; Desilver, 2018), with low political knowledge (Enns & Kellstedt, 2008), who make incorrect voting decisions based on objective information (Lau & Redlawsk, 2008), who are persuaded by uncredible news sources and endorse conspiracy theories (Wood et al., 2012), and who have varying degrees and types of life experiences. It will be important to consider this heterogeneity to ensure young people are not being held to a higher standard than adults when evaluating whether they possess the developmental qualities necessary to vote.

As public discourse on reconsidering the voting age increases, additional concerns regarding the skills and abilities of youth—as well as the fluidity of adolescents’ rights and responsibilities—may be raised. Social movements often evoke concerns regarding the “slippery slope” fallacy (Volokh, 2003): If the minimum vote age is changed to 16 years, what might stop future politicians from allowing young children to vote? The research reviewed in this article suggests that a minimum voting age of 16 years may be preferred over earlier thresholds given that several cognitive taxes). However, today’s adolescents also live through experiences that most adults never have, such as mass school shootings or school shut-downs due to a virus threat. These realities may be just as powerful at shaping an understanding of government leadership and policy as any other life experiences. Treating age as synonymous with life experience is a deficit-based idea that neglects important period and cohort differences between young people and adults. Deficit-based perspectives and the lack of sensitivity to period and cohort differences are inconsistent with contemporary understanding of adolescent development. Ultimately, the assumptions that accompany insufficient life-experience arguments against changing the voting age are value-based and do not lend itself to empirical investigation. Rather, the individuals deciding whether 16 and 17-year-olds have sufficient life experience to participate in politics may draw on their own personal beliefs when judging the quality and quantity of life experiences necessary for political engagement. Similar value-based arguments were raised by opponents to the women’s suffrage movement and were rooted in sexism (Dodge, 1914). Likewise, devaluing adolescents’ lived experiences as irrelevant for voting may reflect ageism toward young people. Because no particular life experiences can be identified as necessary to have prior to voting, the idea that adolescents have insufficient life experience to vote is a baseless claim.

Additional Challenges and Considerations when Reconsidering the Voting Age
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capacities become adult-like at the age of 16 years (Steinberg et al., 2019). However, these recommendations are based on the current state of psychological science and the current socio-historical moment. Scientific discovery is an evolving process and developmental change is subject to period and cohort effects. It is possible that the developmental progressions of adolescents’ skills and abilities will change in future decades and that new discoveries about youths’ capacities may emerge over time. Policy regarding the minimum voting age should be updated based on the current state of development science as new knowledge is discovered, replicated, and integrated.

In addition to challenges regarding public support for reconsidering the voting age, there will also be important logistical barriers to expanding voting rights. Enfranchising an entire population at a federal level will likely require considerable resources to facilitate messaging about the policy change and to accommodate a greater volume of voters. Another way to accelerate policy change would be to start at local and state levels. The voting infrastructure of some states may be more readily adaptable to accommodate 16 and 17-year-old voters than others. For instance, voting-eligible 16 and 17-year-olds have been allowed to preregister to vote since 2016 in California. This pre-registration is key to simplifying the steps necessary for changing the voting age because County Registrars already have databases of 16- and 17-year-olds eligible and registered. Leveraging existing infrastructure and moving toward incremental change will not only expand political representation in states with preregistration, but also provide opportunities for researchers to document the developmental and democratic benefits of changing the voting age.

Conclusions

Debates related to voting rights have been a reoccurring throughout history, with social progress favoring greater representation and inclusion. The purpose of this research was to examine common justifications against changing the voting age and to evaluate these beliefs in the context of developmental science. Past research has identified five common reasons against changing the voting age including beliefs that 16 and 17-year-olds lack sufficient political knowledge, cognitive capacity, independence, interest, and life experience to vote (Carlton, 2010; Wray-Lake et al., 2020). Similar justifications were used against expanding voting rights to marginalized groups throughout history. Dissenters to expanding voting rights to non-White men, women, and 18-20-year-olds voiced concerns about the political abilities of each group and argued that expanding voting rights would degrade democratic functioning (Carlton, 2010; Dodge, 1914). These concerns were of course prejudiced and in direct contrast with political philosophy which argues that increasing and diversifying democratic representation improves democratic health (Engelen, 2007). Many of the arguments against expanding voting rights to 16 and 17-year-olds reflect broader negative stereotypes about youth rather than assessments of their actual abilities. We recommend that future research empirically demonstrate the role of ageism in adults’ views of lowering the voting age.

Scholars have advocated for the use of developmental science to inform legal and public policy concerning the rights and responsibilities of adolescents (Steinberg & Iconogle, 2019). In this article, we advocate for a voting age that is informed by developmental science. Our review indicates that many reasons against changing the voting age are generally unsupported by empirical evidence concerning adolescent development. The ability to vote is a personal democratic right and decisions to withhold the right to vote should be held to a higher evidentiary standard than decisions to grant that right. This evidence was not present in our review and to the contrary, many studies demonstrated that 16 and 17-year-olds’ political competencies may be equivalent to—or exceed—that of adults. Expanding voting rights to include 16 and 17-year-olds will improve democratic representation among a developmentally capable group of people that are disproportionately affected by certain social issues.

Although not a central focus of our review, it is important to note that changing the minimum voting age to 16 years may have developmental and social advantages. Late adolescence is a transitional period marked by substantial instability. By age 18, many youth are beginning college, starting families, or seeking employment, all of which can interfere with voter turnout (Flanagan & Levine, 2010). At age 16, young people are still rooted in their communities and more likely to be surrounded by adults that can provide guidance in navigating the political system, offer historical perspectives on community issues, and encourage civic action. Granting young people the right to vote while they are still in high school may further contribute to civic equality given that college experiences systematically enhance civic inequality (Syvertsen et al., 2011; Wray-Lake & Hart, 2012). From this perspective, age 18 may represent a developmentally inappropriate time to introduce the right to vote. Changing the voting age to 16 years can connect youth to civic institutions and increase life-long political engagement.

Democratic health is not static and relies on the ability of policy makers to represent the interest of the people. This fundamental quality of democracy should make political inclusion the default and exclusion held to a higher standard of scrutiny. This review calls into question the standards used to exclude 16 and 17-year-olds from voting and further provides empirical evidence suggesting that such polices contradict contemporary research in developmental science. Congress members, social scientists, grass-roots organizers,
funding agencies, and the public should consider these issues when forming attitudes whether 16 and 17-year-olds should be given the right to vote and when making decisions regarding social policy.
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